Risk Stratification of Acute Pulmonary Embolism and Determining the Effect on Chronic Cardiopulmonary Complications: The REACH Study
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Abstract

Introduction  Patients with acute pulmonary embolism (PE) are at risk of developing chronic complications including the post-PE syndrome with reduced cardiopulmonary function and chronic thromboembolism pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH). Risk stratification at PE diagnosis is an important tool in predicting early mortality; however, its use in predicting chronic complications has not been evaluated.

Objective  This study investigates the effect of initial risk stratification of intermediate risk and standard risk PE on the rate of development of chronic complications including right ventricular (RV) dysfunction, residual perfusion defects, and CTEPH.

Methods  Cases of acute PE (n = 1,524) were identified using International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision, Australian Modification discharge diagnosis coding for PE. Evidence of RV dysfunction and systolic blood pressure < 90 mm Hg were used to risk stratify into high, intermediate and standard risk PE.

Results  There were 508 patients included in the analysis. Intermediate risk PE was associated with higher rates of persistent RV dysfunction as well as residual perfusion defects on repeat imaging. The overall rate of CTEPH was low (0.6%) and there was no difference between the intermediate risk and standard risk PE groups.

Conclusion  These findings demonstrate that acute intermediate risk PE is associated with higher rates of RV dysfunction on follow-up imaging than standard risk PE. However, the rate of CTEPH was similar between the two groups and overall the CTEPH rate was low among all patients with intermediate and standard risk PE.
Introduction

Acute venous thromboembolism (VTE), including both deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism (PE), is a commonly diagnosed medical condition with an incidence of approximately 1 to 1.5 per 1,000 person-years.\textsuperscript{1–3} Importantly, VTE is associated with significant morbidity and mortality, and in particular acute PE is an independent predictor of reduced survival.\textsuperscript{1,4,5} Clinical research has often focused on the evaluation of diagnosis and treatment of acute PE; however, there remains a relative lack of evidence concerning the determinants of long-term outcomes among patients with PE.

The post-PE syndrome is a recently described entity and encompasses a collection of signs and symptoms that persist following acute PE. Although no formal definition yet exists, this syndrome may include components such as suboptimal cardiac function, pulmonary artery flow dynamics or pulmonary gas exchange in combination with persistent dyspnoea, reduced exercise tolerance and diminished quality of life, without an alternative explanation.\textsuperscript{6} Prospective research has demonstrated that 44% of patients suffering from an acute PE are described having a New York Heart Association (NYHA) heart failure score of II or higher at least 6 months after PE diagnosis.\textsuperscript{7} Furthermore, nearly half of all patients have exercise limitation at 1-year post-PE diagnosis as measured by peak oxygen uptake on cardiopulmonary exercise testing. These functional limitations significantly impact those affected with a reduction in health-related quality of life.\textsuperscript{8}

In addition to the post-PE syndrome, the most notorious chronic complication of acute PE is chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH). CTEPH is defined by residual thrombus on radiological imaging and evidence of raised pulmonary pressures on right heart catheterization.\textsuperscript{9} The incidence of CTEPH is estimated to be between 0.4 and 9.1% in the 2 years following an acute PE\textsuperscript{10–16} but at present it is difficult to determine which patients will develop this debilitating disease. Medical risk factors that may predispose to the development of CTEPH include a larger initial perfusion defect, prior VTE, presence of anti-phospholipid antibodies or prior splenectomy.\textsuperscript{10,17–19} The prompt recognition of CTEPH and instigating early treatment is a critical factor in its management since it remains a potentially ‘curable’ condition by way of a pulmonary endarterectomy, which can dramatically improve symptoms of dyspnoea.\textsuperscript{20,21} This is underscored by the fact that if CTEPH remains undiagnosed or untreated, the 5-year survival is approximately 30% and is associated with a marked increase in morbidity and a detrimental effect on quality of life.\textsuperscript{22}

Methods

Study Design

A retrospective, observational study conducted at a tertiary referral institution. Ethics approval was obtained from the local human research ethics committee (project number 90/18).

Population

All patients receiving inpatient management for acute symptomatic PE between January 2012 and July 2017.

Eligibility Criteria

All patients with a diagnosis of acute PE treated at our centre were eligible for inclusion. Patients were excluded if: age < 18 years, known prior right ventricular (RV) dysfunction or conditions judged by the investigators to cause RV dysfunction from severe prior cardiopulmonary pathology. Additionally, we excluded isolated sub-segmental PE or high-risk PE (PE with systolic blood pressure less than 90 mm Hg for 15 minutes or more and RV dysfunction). Importantly, all patients with less than 6 months’ follow-up were excluded, except those who underwent earlier radiological imaging showing no evidence of residual PE. A flowchart of the study population is shown in - Fig. 1.

Identification of Cases

Hospital discharge records were interrogated using the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision, Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) codes corresponding to the diagnosis of acue PE.

Risk Stratification

Following initial identification, electronic medical records, radiology reports and transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) results were then reviewed by the study investigators to confirm the diagnosis and classify acute PE into standard, intermediate and high-risk PE according to criteria adapted from the European Society of Cardiology’s Guidelines on the diagnosis and management of acute pulmonary embolism shown in - Table 1.\textsuperscript{23}

Definitions for Right Heart Dysfunction and CTEPH

RV dysfunction was defined as either:

1. TTE measurements of RV size using RV basal diameter or RV systolic dysfunction using tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion from the American Society of Echocardiography and European Society of Cardiovascular Imaging Recommendations for cardiac chamber quantification by echocardiography in adults.\textsuperscript{24}

2. Computed tomographic pulmonary angiography (CTPA) demonstrating a right ventricle to left ventricle ratio of greater than 0.9 on radiologist review. CT criterion was only used if TTE was not performed at diagnosis.

The diagnosis of suspected pulmonary hypertension was based on TTE using tricuspid regurgitation velocity. Confirmed CTEPH was diagnosed on right heart catheterization using the European Society of Cardiology and European Respiratory Society Guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of pulmonary hypertension.\textsuperscript{25}

Follow-up

Cases were followed for at least 6 months. Repeat radiological imaging or TTE was performed at physician discretion based on patient symptoms. Chronic complications reviewed on follow-up imaging included persistent RV dysfunction, residual thrombus and CTEPH.
Statistical Methods

Data was collected using Excel. Statistical significance was evaluated using Fisher’s exact test and unpaired t-test, with a p-value of < 0.05 regarded as statistically significant throughout.

Results

Initial review of all discharge diagnoses of acute PE using the ICD-10-AM classification identified 1,524 patients. Of these, 508 were eligible for inclusion in the final analysis (► Fig. 1). The general characteristics, treatment and follow-up for both groups are shown in ► Table 2. The median age, sex, weight and prior history of VTE were similar between the two groups. CTPA was used to establish the diagnosis of acute PE in the majority of patients in both the intermediate and the standard risk PE groups (95% vs. 96%, respectively) and the remainder of the patients were diagnosed using ventilation/perfusion lung imaging. Intermediate risk PE was associated with an increase in proximal extent of thrombus, with 48% of patients having thrombus in the saddle or main pulmonary arteries, in contrast to 19% in the standard risk group. TTE at diagnosis was performed in 82% of the intermediate risk group in comparison to 28% of the standard risk group.

The findings of the study are listed in ► Table 3. A repeat TTE at least 3 months after acute PE diagnosis was performed in 36 (29%) patients in the intermediate risk group and 84 (22%) in the standard risk group at a median time of 10.8 months in both groups. The rate of persistent RV dysfunction identified on TTE was higher in the intermediate risk group compared with the standard risk group at 44 and 18%, respectively (p = 0.003). Additionally, in the patient cohort that had repeat radiological imaging at least 3 months from diagnosis, residual perfusion defects were demonstrated in 40% of the intermediate risk group and 23% of the standard risk group (p = 0.04).

Overall, the rate of suspected CTEPH in the study was 0.6%. CTEPH was suspected in 2 patients (1.6%) in the intermediate risk group and 1 patient (0.26%) in the standard risk group. However, due to medical comorbidities no patients in either group had CTEPH confirmed on right heart catheterization.

Discussion

In this study, we have determined that following acute PE a significant proportion of patients has persistent RV dysfunction on repeat TTE, which in turn supports the notion of the post-PE syndrome. The risk of persistent RV dysfunction is increased in patients with intermediate risk PE when compared with standard risk PE (44% vs. 18%, respectively). Despite this, a diagnosis of standard risk PE is still associated with nearly one in five patients developing RV dysfunction at least 3 months after diagnosis of acute PE. These findings are supported by previous work by Stevinson et al, who demonstrated in their prospective non-interventional study that 41% of patients developed RV dysfunction or had functional impairment 6 months after a diagnosis of acute, non-massive PE.7 This study did not, however, determine differences between standard and intermediate risk PE. Further, when evaluating the late complications from the PEITHO (Pulmonary Embolism Thrombolysis) trial, Konstantinides et al, demonstrated that 44% of patients with intermediate risk PE had persistent RV dysfunction with no difference between anticoagulation and thrombolysis.26 Additionally, a further post hoc analysis of the PEITHO trial suggested that 13% of those with intermediate risk PE had either post-PE syndrome or CTEPH when combining both echocardiographic findings and NYHA functional classification.27 However, direct comparison of the functional and radiological measures in these trials should be performed with caution due to differences in the definitions of outcome measures.

Table 1 Risk stratification of acute pulmonary embolism23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Shock or hypotension</th>
<th>Right ventricular dysfunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Flowchart for inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Table 2 Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusions (n=1016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No acute PE identified:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 6 months follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous right heart dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior severe cardiorespiratory disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQ scan without TTE at diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated subsegmental PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age less than 18 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk PE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Functional outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>RV dysfunction</th>
<th>CTEPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our study demonstrates that initial risk stratification is useful in predicting which patients with acute PE may be at risk of developing RV dysfunction. Importantly, we have also shown that patients with standard risk PE are still at risk of developing cardiac dysfunction, thus highlighting the need for adequate long-term monitoring and follow-up in all patients with acute PE. Further prospective research will be required to understand which molecular processes lead to either the persistence of cardiac damage, or aid in initiating the development of RV dysfunction over time.

Moreover, we have demonstrated that the diagnosis of suspected CTEPH following acute PE is infrequent, with an overall rate of diagnosis of 0.6%. Previous research suggests that the size of acute thrombus impacts the development of CTEPH. However, to our knowledge there is no previous data comparing the impact of initial risk stratification on chronic outcomes. We have been able to show that the rate of development of CTEPH is low in both cohorts and subsequently demonstrate that initial risk stratification does not appear to impact on the development of CTEPH.

**Limitations**

This was a retrospective study and consequently there are some limitations to be addressed. First, there were no pre-specified indications for screening for CTEPH following an acute PE. As such, decisions regarding treatment and follow-up imaging or TTE was made at the discretion of the treating clinician and thus were not uniform across study participants. Moreover, as not all patients underwent subsequent lung imaging or TTE there is the potential for selection bias to occur. We acknowledge that these issues may affect the reported rates of CTEPH in the study population but importantly clinicians would perform further

---

**Table 2** Baseline characteristics of study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Intermediate risk PE (n = 126)</th>
<th>Standard risk PE (n = 382)</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>64 (44)</td>
<td>163 (43)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>52–74</td>
<td>44–71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, (%)</td>
<td>56 (44)</td>
<td>163 (43)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, kg</td>
<td>86 (80)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior history of VTE (%)</td>
<td>25 (20)</td>
<td>54 (14)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Study results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suspected CTEPH (%)</th>
<th>Intermediate risk PE (n = 126)</th>
<th>Standard risk PE (n = 382)</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence interval, %</td>
<td>0.08–6</td>
<td>0.01–1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent RV dysfunction on TTE (%)</td>
<td>16/36 (44)</td>
<td>15/84 (18)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence interval, %</td>
<td>29.5–60.4</td>
<td>11–27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual perfusion defects (%)</td>
<td>19/48 (40)</td>
<td>33/143 (23)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence interval, %</td>
<td>27–53.7</td>
<td>16.9–30.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CTEPH, chronic thromboembolism pulmonary hypertension; PE, pulmonary embolism; RV, right ventricular; TTE, transthoracic echocardiogram.

**Note:** Bold values highlight statistically significant values.

---

For adequate long-term monitoring and follow-up in all patients with acute PE. Further prospective research will be required to understand which molecular processes lead to either the persistence of cardiac damage, or aid in initiating the development of RV dysfunction over time.

Moreover, we have demonstrated that the diagnosis of suspected CTEPH following acute PE is infrequent, with an overall rate of diagnosis of 0.6%. Previous research suggests that the size of acute thrombus impacts the development of CTEPH. However, to our knowledge there is no previous data comparing the impact of initial risk stratification on chronic outcomes. We have been able to show that the rate of development of CTEPH is low in both cohorts and subsequently demonstrate that initial risk stratification does not appear to impact on the development of CTEPH.
investigations including lung imaging and TTE if patients reported persistent dyspnoea to ensure that clinically relevant findings could be explored.

Additionally, the rate of CTEPH in both populations was lower than expected. Despite showing no significant difference in rates between the PE risk groups, it is possible that this study is underpowered given the infrequent diagnosis of CTEPH. Furthermore, as previously mentioned we excluded high-risk PE from our study due to the rarity of the diagnosis and the marked increase in mortality. As high-risk PE is often associated with larger perfusion defects in conjunction with cardiac dysfunction, it is plausible that this group of patients would have higher rates of CTEPH, but there is limited available research in this field. Given this exclusion, we cannot comment on CTEPH rates in high risk PE. However, we have been able to show that overall CTEPH rates are low in our study population and there is no role for routine screening in intermediate and standard risk PE.

Finally, the definitions for the post-PE syndrome and RV dysfunction following acute PE are continuing to develop and advance over time. Unlike CTEPH, there is no consensus on standardised diagnostic criteria which may lead to a delay in diagnosis. We believe that standardising the definitions of these conditions will aid in identifying patients with acute PE who are at higher risk of persistent RV dysfunction and will allow for close monitoring for development of CTEPH.

In summary, initial risk stratification following an acute PE can aid in predicting which patients may be at risk of persistent RV dysfunction. However, this does not appear to correlate with an increase in rate of CTEPH with overall rates remaining extremely low. These findings emphasize the importance of regular clinical review following an acute PE and highlight the need for prospective research in this area to identify high-risk patient groups and improve clinical outcomes.
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